Abstract. While the cloud and virtualization are no secrets to IT professionals, broadcasters and content 
Introduction
For years we have been building out broadcast master control facilities in a similar way. Whether a particular facility was broadcasting a single local channel or a 200 channel playout facility, the technology was essentially the same. While this technology has evolved over the years, fundamentally there has always been a need for fitting out the physical premises with equipment and control rooms for operations staff, followed by system commissioning and troubleshooting. Often times this entire process can run in excess of a year for more complex installations.
We now find ourselves on the cusp of a technology revolution -moving master control operations to cloud based and IP infrastructures. This paper looks firstly at some history of the developments in master control build-outs over the years and the benefits that have been realized by technology advances to date, but also the challenges that that technique has inherently run into and had to overcome. It then goes on to discuss how the intersection of virtualization technology and broadcast has created opportunities for a complete rethink in how we build master control environments, and what advantages and disadvantages come with cloud-based approaches. Finally, the paper will take a more specific look at the components and considerations needed for a successful cloudbased master control deployment.
The Traditional Way

Building Infrastructure
Broadcast operations need infrastructure: premises, power, cooling, connectivity and so on. The traditional approach has typically been: a) do it yourself, or b) outsource to a specialist broadcast service provider. Whichever route is chosen, ultimately someone somewhere is building a dedicated broadcast infrastructure for perhaps as few as 1-2 channels.
Preparation of premises can vary hugely from construction of a new building, to re-purposing space in an existing building, to making use of spare capacity in an existing infrastructure. Clearly the latter case is optimal, though more likely for channel adds or expansions. When undertaking a technology refresh for a major broadcaster, there is almost always an element of construction that needs to happen before any technology can move in. This has to include provisions for power, cooling and other wiring for connectivity of the new system, and it is not uncommon for overall infrastructure costs to greatly outweigh the broadcast technology costs.
Master Control Build Out
Only once the premises are ready can an integrator start installing racks and cabling. Not long ago it was not uncommon for a single channel of playout to consume a full rack of equipment, by the time you take into consideration all the elements within the air chain (video server, switcher, graphics, audio processing, Nielsen, V-Chip, encoder etc). That doesn't include the broadcast specific infrastructure such as routers, timecode generators, DAs, and storage arrays, which would then consume more racks. We are used to seeing rows and rows of racks full of equipment in a broadcast equipment room, each with their own power, reference, network and SDI cabling, which needs to be designed, run and terminated.
After the various pieces of equipment are installed and connected to the plethora of cables, one could start the process of testing connectivity between each piece of equipment, which would invariable include countless hours with signal testers, multi-meters and RS-422 testers. Once this was complete you would be nearly done (back in the day) and could start training users on the system. More recently, however, with the increased prevalence of more complex software systems, the process of "getting it to go" had really only just begun once the connectivity was in place. By the very nature of having discrete devices for each function in the air chain, each device had a separate control interface from the automation system which would need to be tested first in isolation, and then as a part of an air chain under control of the automation's playlist. Add to that the complication of having, in many cases, different air chains for different channels within the same facility, redundant paths and so on.
Things became a lot better when the channel-in-a-box came along, which collapsed much of that rack of equipment into a software-defined video pipeline (in a single application). At that point we still needed the infrastructure but the rack of equipment for a single channel collapsed into a single server (in some instances with multiple channels running on that single server). That also removed a substantial part of the cabling overhead and subsequent troubleshooting, and saw huge optimizations in power and cooling needs.
Protracted Timelines
It is not surprising, given the extent and complexity of the traditional master control build-out, that larger projects can frequently take in excess of 12 months, by the time the various contractors and vendors have fulfilled their obligations, staff are trained up, confidence is generated in the new system during a mirroring phase, and ultimately the system is taken live. This is one reason why master control refreshes typically only happen on a 5-8 year cycle.
The upshot of this has been significant constraints imposed on broadcasters as to how quickly new channels can be launched, and in turn the creation of a constant struggle to keep up with market demands for ever-changing tastes in content and consumption patterns.
Capital Costs
Understandably master control projects are not undertaken on a regular basis. The cost and complexity of this sort of build out -not to mention the upheaval in operations -is not something that can reasonably be financed or logistically carried out on a regular basis for most broadcasters. It is typical for this sort of technology to be budgeted only once every 5-8 years, and the prevailing model for purchasing these systems is to capitalize the cost up front with the expectation that the infrastructure serves the business for that 5-8 year life. That cost then needs to be offset with the projected revenue the system will generate for the business, something that is becoming increasingly hard to predict over that sort of life cycle. Furthermore, many master control purchases will run at a loss for the first year or two while the capital costs are recouped.
A New Dawn
Data Centers 101
A data center is simply a facility housing IT equipment: servers, storage, network infrastructure and so on. The reason they are important is that due to developments in software technology over the last couple of decades, many applications are now agnostic to the geographic location of the end user, relative to the heavy lifting part of the applications. Therefore applications that would have previously required an end user to install one or more servers at their facility, can now be run in a data center, with the users remaining at the facility. That is, in a nutshell, the premise for cloud computing. The application is "somewhere else" i.e. "in the cloud". Great examples are Salesforce CRM, and Office 365. The data and computing for these services are hosted in a datacenter, but the users access the application using a web browser or client application installed on their PC.
There are a number of enterprise "cloud providers" (who typically operate from multiple load balanced and redundant "availability zones" -cloud speak for isolated data centers) such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure. These services allow a user to effectively rent a virtual server for as long as they choose, after which they can discard the installation and stop paying rent. From the data center's perspective, that computing resource is then released back to the pool to rent to someone else.
Public vs Private Cloud
Just to be clear, AWS and Azure are referred to as "public cloud" implementations. In other words someone else (in this case Amazon and Microsoft) have built a cloud infrastructure and rent it out to the public making it available over the public internet. There is also what is referred to as a "private cloud" which is a build-it-yourself implementation of a cloud. Quite recently cloud providers have started offering direct connections to clients' facilities [1] , somewhat blurring the line between private and public cloud, but for the purpose of this paper we shall assume they are distinct options, where the relative merits of each can potentially be combined in this direct connect approach.
So, you ask, what have I gained if I build a private cloud instead of building a traditional master control? The answer comes down to the inherently generic nature of a computing cloud and the resulting flexibility you get from it. Certainly, building a private cloud is not something an affiliate TV station would undertake, but a large service provider or national network might have a sufficiently large and/or dynamic operation that being able to allocate and reallocate computing resources for different applications depending on need is quite an attractive proposition. You can think of the private cloud as a service provided by IT to all the other departments in the organization (traffic & billing, post production, graphics, master control, asset management, and even corporate IT, HR and finance).
To put the subject of this paper in context in a private vs public cloud evaluation, the benefits of virtualization (which we will discuss in depth later in the paper), apply to both. Whereas the ability to surrender any financial obligation for computing resources no longer required, is only valid in the context of a public cloud implementation.
So what?
Now that we have defined what we mean by a data center, let's start to consider why they are important for broadcasters. Imagine if the infrastructure and process laid out in section "The Traditional Way" could be implemented as one or more of these software applications that can run in a data center. In the case of a public cloud, it would mean that someone else is handling the infrastructure part of the build-out (in fact they've already done the build out and are sat there waiting for you to come in and rent some). What's more you can use it for as long as you want, and then give it back. In the case of a private cloud, the master control project becomes one application (or suite of applications) running in a corporate data center i.e. the infrastructure is already in place (or worst case, needs to be expanded within the existing environment to accommodate the new application).
This tips the entire notion of a master control build out on its head. Sure, you still need to integrate the various software applications, but a significant part of the project and the investment has been taken care of by another generic service provider or department (within a larger organization).
One of the key principles of cloud computing is the term "elasticity". In other words, the technology allows you to scale up and contract down. Whether you are working in a public cloud or private cloud, once you have your playout environment set up, spinning up and tearing down channels should be relatively straight forward (i.e. minutes). Compare that with the traditional route of capital costs, and potential additional infrastructure additions to house more equipment (i.e. weeks or months), and it becomes very compelling from both a technical and commercial perspective. To be more specific about why a broadcaster may want to spin up new channels, let's look at some examples:
 Launching a new network/channel: this is the traditional reason for adding playout services and is still a valid use case in today's world of evolving video consumption.
 Popup channels: the marketeer's dream, the engineer's nightmare. Talk to a VP of Engineering or Chief Engineer, and most of them have a story along the lines of "… so then he asks me, how long would it take…". This is happening more and more frequently given the ease of distributing linear streams OTT. The use cases vary widely from:
 Experimental channels to test the market's reaction to a new concept/theme  Sporting events (e.g. Olympics, World Cup) that benefit from live distribution of multiple concurrent streams over and above the bandwidth the facility was architected to accommodate  Seasonal (e.g. dedicated "Christmas Movie" channel)
 And many more that are still being dreamt up.
Wouldn't it be nice if the answer to the question above was "5 minutes. When can you get me content and playlists?"
 DR: some have it, some don't, no one likes paying for it. Cloud computing offers some compelling new strategies for implementing a cost effective DR system (consider a DR that is spun up out of nothing only when required). For some, increasing the level of redundancy during key broadcast events (that justify additional cost) would also be a nice perk.
 Service providers: service providers are often being expected to service broadcast customers on shorter and shorter contracts, and in many cases purchasing a system on a 5-8 year financial model just doesn't stack up against the level of commitment they get from their customers. That being the case, the notion of elasticity, and being able to add 10 channels here, 20 channels there, is a perfect fit for a business model that inherently needs to scale up and contract down to follow demand.
The Obstacles
Cloud computing has been mainstream in the IT sector for well over 10 years. Relatively speaking it's taken us broadcasters a long time to adopt. The benefits are quite clear, so what's the hold up? Traditionally broadcast has lagged behind IT between 5-10 years. There is a long history of this across many technologies including RAID, optical storage, tape storage, fiber channel and gigabit Ethernet.
However, there have been some genuine obstacles when it comes to virtualized master control. These can be broken down into effectively three camps: reliability/availability, security, and technology constraints relative to transport and handling of real time IP video streams.
Reliability and Security
When it comes to reliability, there has been a long held perception that a broadcaster can build the most reliable and resilient infrastructure for broadcast, and the thought that they would entrust something that critical to their business with a third party generic IT services provider was just out of the question. The prevailing sentiment has been that they don't understand the 5 9's that we work to in this business. We can do it better.
There is no doubt that many large broadcast facilities have been architected to withstand the most serious natural disasters, loss of power and other external infrastructure dependencies. They are truly feats of engineering excellence. But at what cost? Many of these facilities were built over a number of years and at a cost of millions.
It's a similar story when it comes to security, fueled by the fact that cloud services breaches make front-page news when they happen. From an operations perspective, a third party getting access to the master control network and potentially interfering with playout is clearly a disastrous situation and cause for concern. Furthermore, licensors of video content have often imposed constraints on the physical locations at which copies of their content can reside, which has made moving content anywhere "outside of this building" prohibitive in some cases. Ultimately this boils down to concerns of unauthorized access which are perceived to be riskier in a public cloud.
We should pause here quickly to point out that concerns of security and reliability we have addressed above pertain to public clouds. This is one of the reasons we have seen initial adoption of cloud based broadcast infrastructure in private clouds before public clouds. In a private cloud, issues around security and reliability remain under the control of the broadcaster, which provides a peace of mind for the traditionally conservative mind. Though in an increasingly interconnected world, whether an individual broadcaster's security staff will be able to keep up with the ever increasing complexity of network security remains to be seen. Public cloud providers however, have huge resources and the very best security experts.
The Technology
From a technology standpoint, there are two key factors that have held up widespread adoption of virtualized master control. Both of these stem from the fact that a virtualized master control implementation must shed itself of the point-to-point connections of the legacy world (namely serial coms, timecode/reference and SDI), and instead replace that infrastructure with network only I/O. In part this is due to the fact that virtual machines are, well, virtual, and shouldn't be dependent on a card in a specific server. Further to this, cloud implementations are by their very nature, remote. The only way to access remote systems is via networking protocols.
Network based communication between software systems isn't new and is a natural evolution for master control applications. Network based timecode and reference is reaching maturation with standardization around PTP (Precision Timecode Protocol) and ST 2059. The hard(er) part is replacing SDI with IP video, and from that we derive the challenges mentioned above.
To understand the first challenge, we need to refer back to section 2 where we built out air chains using discrete devices. The signal that was ultimately broadcast was a composition of functions from a number of devices, which, when connected in series, could each add another component to the signal. Want captions? There's a box for that. Want V-Chip? There's a card for that. The same for Nielsen, Dolby, loudness, branding, SCTE-104 and the list goes on. This model is a testament to standardization -SDI (Serial Digital Interface). The number of cards/boxes on the market into which you can feed an SDI signal, and get out another SDI signal embellished in some way by the device in question, is simply vast. The same just doesn't exist for IP video. While the Alliance for IP Media Solutions (AIMS) has agreed on a roadmap for interoperable IP video based on standards, which will culminate in SMPTE ST 2110 when complete, it is still early days. As such, building a full featured air chain for IP video out of discrete systems is not possible today due to the lack of interoperable products on the market. And even if it were, you would likely find yourself pondering the merits of high bitrate uncompressed IP video (which would quickly become bandwidth prohibitive interconnecting the discrete systems), versus lower bitrate compressed video (at the expense of recoding degradation for each system you wish to pass the video signal through).
The second challenge pertains primarily to public cloud implementations where the networks in and out of the cloud infrastructure are likely managed by third parties and may be unreliable.
Coming from SDI, where connections are point-to-point and deterministic, IP video is an entirely different animal and needs to be treated as such, especially on public networks where packet loss and jitter are to be expected. Until recently this has made cloud-based master control applications impossible to implement while maintaining the quality of service expected by today's viewers.
What is Changing in the Cloud
Cloud infrastructure has come a long way in just the last 3 years. Regular visits to https://cloudharmony.com/status indicate impressive metrics for uptime and availability. When you compare that to just a few years ago, the notion of running a mission critical application in the cloud across multiple availability zones seems quite plausible. Cloud providers invest millions and work with the world's best IT and security experts to ensure that their clouds are as secure and resilient as possible (that includes building resilient power and cooling provisioning to keep operations running 24/7/365). The perception that broadcasters can do better is definitely coming into question. Besides, of the headline cloud security breaches of recent years, the ultimate cause of the breach has more often than not come down to some other security hole that could have existed on a locally owned and managed network (e.g. encryption, appropriate authentication mechanisms and so on) [2] . The costs of cloud-based services are also coming down dramatically making the cost benefit equation of hosting various broadcast operations in the public cloud substantially more attractive. The driving down of costs is in part due to increased competition, but also the economies of scale being realized by some of the key cloud providers. We continue to see huge investments in global expansion [3] from cloud providers, coupled with a wider variety of services offered [4][5] . Add to this the emergence of specialty broadcast aware cloud providers [6] and the palette of dependable choices is quite substantial.
Yes, it's Possible
While it's not yet mainstream, the question of whether virtualized master control is possible has been answered. There are live deployments in the real world [7] that we can reference and learn from. Let's review some of the obstacles we identified earlier in this paper and discuss ways that they can be overcome. Issues of reliability and security were largely addressed in the previous section, which leaves us with the questions surrounding handling of IP video streams, and handling real-timeliness in an all software world.
The challenge regarding the use of interconnected discrete devices for creating a multi-stage air chain has reared its head in quite a timely fashion. Integrated channel (aka channel-in-a-box) technology has reached a level of maturity such that one can reasonably expect that a single application can produce a "finished product" playout stream with all the bells and whistles required for broadcast (video, graphics, captions, Dolby, Nielsen, V-Chip, loudness, SCTE-104 etc). The key is to find a system that a) offers the full feature set, b) can run in a software only environment, and c) can consume and produce the right flavors of compressed and/or uncompressed IP streams. Furthermore, integrated channel solutions are no longer relegated to DR and .2 implementations. They are mainstream in tier 1 network playout and are trusted to deliver many of the world's leading brands in linear playout [8] .
The transport of IP video over unreliable networks is something that has seen a significant amount of R&D effort in encapsulation technologies. Various standardized forms of FEC (forward error correction) such as ISO 23008-10 and ST 2022-5 have gone a long way to providing some forms of error correction in packetized data. Further to this there has been an emergence of technologies [9] that provide a cost effective end-to-end delivery platform to enable one-to-many distribution of IP video over unreliable networks. These can feature support for redundant paths and adaptive bitrate streaming and are perfect for cloud based deployments.
Finally it's important to identify some of the limitations and challenges that are yet to be completely overcome. The question of guaranteed real-timeliness in software playout systems has always been there and even traditional bare-metal systems have often needed to be treated "delicately" to ensure video playback doesn't drop frames. We are used to hearing that running anti-virus and UI heavy applications on those host machines may compromise real-timeliness, and this problem has not gone away running in a virtualized environment. If anything it's become worse since a classic VM deployment is sharing hardware resources with other VMs and issues of CPU and memory contention between VMs can definitely arise, particularly when VMs are starting up.
In a private cloud environment a broadcaster has a lot more control over which VMs are sharing which host hardware so the level of control is greatly increased. For example, if each host is expected to house 4 VMs an operating practice could be to spin up all the VMs on that host at the same time to ensure the burst of resource usage needed to start a VM doesn't come at a suboptimal point in the life of one of the other VMs (e.g. play to air). Control is the key point here -the more control you have over the environment, the less likely you are going to run into low level contention issues that compromise real-timeliness.
We can reasonably expect that as hypervisor technology develops, these issues will diminish, but for now it is a valid concern when deploying virtualized computing platforms for real-time applications.
Irrespective of how the hardware (virtual or otherwise) performs, it is incredibly useful to be able to measure how the application is running and whether the system is losing real-time. Any frame-accurate automation system, should be able detect and log instances where the process has not been able to perform its duties on time. Likewise, in an integrated channel application it should be possible to be able to turn to dedicated performance counters and instrumentation to determine if stalls are happening, and if so, where and why (i.e. is it inefficient code or CPU/disk contention?). Furthermore, virtualization technology is well suited to allowing configurations to be captured as a snapshot for reconstructing in qualification environments. This brings a new perspective to the notion of pre-qualifying channel configurations to at least generate some level of confidence that a particular configuration operates without issue in a lab environment before copying it byte for byte to the virtualized platform. This also allows instrumentation data to be compared between the two environments to help troubleshoot issue that may present themselves in one environment but not another. In the descrete device world, this was impossible to the same level of granularity.
Deployment
This section looks in a little more detail how one might go about building a virtualized master control, the components required and some of the considerations that need to be taken.
The Pieces
The fundamental parts that were required for a traditional master control build-out as laid out in section "The Traditional Way" apply to a virtualized deployment. What changes, however, is the removal of dedicated appliance type devices in lieu of software, and the collapse of many functions into single applications.
A master control workflow typically starts with delivering content and schedules into the playout system. This may require some sort of content management or media asset management system. There are many such systems on the market that are purely software based [10] and designed to be virtualized. Since file based content delivery is now nearly ubiquitous in most facilities, delivering files to/from cloud storage is no different to delivering them to local storage, and as such this workflow transfers nicely to a cloud environment.
Traffic systems are also predominantly software based and there are examples on the market that have been running in virtualized environments for some time [11][12] . These applications ultimately feed a playout system, which will typically feature playout automation (with some sort of database for storing media metadata, configuration etc) and video/audio processing sub systems. The automation will be the overarching "brain" of the playout function, much like it was in a traditional master control. Virtualizing automation has primarily begun with the removal of point-to-point I/O as described in section "The Technology" and replacing it all with network based communication and synchronization. This is not a particularly far-fetched expectation for a modern automation system, but there are some other features of an automation system that will leverage a virtualized deployment to its fullest potential. The two most significant of these are live reconfiguration (the ability to change the configuration of a system while it is running), and auto-discovery of new services (the ability to spin up new services in one or more VMs and have them discovered by the rest of the systemthis needs to include content management and monitoring services, and all control user interfaces). These features are typically architected into a product from early onset, or not at all. Without these features, realizing a dynamically scalable playout infrastructure is challenging at best, due to the need to restart the system to apply changes. Remember, the very reason for undertaking a virtualized master control deployment is to maximize scalability and flexibilitythose objectives become operationally compromised if you are having to restart parts of the system for every change.
As discussed earlier in the paper, integrated channel technology has come a long way in the last 3 years. This is fortunate since we can now condense multiple functions (for video, graphics, audio and data insertion) into a single application as a software-defined video pipeline. Virtualizing such an application has met similar challenges to automation as far as point-to-point connectivity -but in this case the connections were typically SDI (inputs, outputs, key/fill) and video reference. SDI inputs and outputs can be replaced with some variant of IP video, though key/fill for external graphics systems pose more of a challenge, as we will elaborate on in the following paragraph. Video reference is looking to be replaced in a software only world with PTP and ST 2059, though broadcast vendor implementations to date are few and far between.
Graphics support has long been a challenge for integrated channel vendors, largely due to the fact that this has traditionally been a niche specialty and, aside from compositing simple 2D graphics, has not been quite as easily reproducible as a feature in an software-defined video pipeline as many other master control functions. In a baseband world, the industry has typically reverted to using dedicated graphics systems either downstream of the integrated channel (inline) or upstream (as key/fill inputs). By using a separate system for graphics in an all IP world, we are once again faced with the conundrum of compressed video for key/fill (which is arguably too lossy for crisp edges) vs uncompressed (at the cost of network bandwidth). A similar situation presents itself if the graphics system is being used downstream (but in that case compressed video will typically suffer a generation of recoding to pass through the graphic system).
The industry is yet to find a widely accepted solution for this though it is unlikely an insurmountable problem, potentially with the use of high(er) bitrate encoding technologies to reach an acceptable compromise between compressed and uncompressed video. One other innovative approach that is being used by some vendors is to publish interfaces into the integrated channel that allow specialist graphic vendors to "on board" their technology on the same VM as the integrated channel [13] . This effectively side-steps the problem of IP distribution between graphics and integrated channels, and revives a concept all too often forgotten in this industry: cooperation between specialist vendors.
Running a high end master control graphic system in a virtualized integrated channel raises an interesting question about GPU usage in VMs. For the most part, integrated channel products should be able to composite 2D graphics, scale video (e.g. for DVEs) and perform a certain amount of encode/decode functions in CPU. However, there clearly comes a point with 3D graphics whereby a GPU is necessary. Fortunately many cloud providers already provide GPU enabled VM instances which completely abstract away the virtualized GPU from the host OS, making its use completely transparent. With that in mind, we are then able to take our fully featured integrated channel, now with advanced graphics capabilities, and host it in a virtualized environment.
It is also worth mentioning that the availability of GPU resources also helps considerably encoding IP streams with advanced codecs such as H.264 and HEVC, as the encoding overhead can be offloaded to the GPU to free up the CPU for more efficient resource utilization.
The last piece we need to consider in our virtualized master control build out is the user touch points. It is obviously imperative that UIs (user interfaces) not only allow operations to efficiently control and monitor the system, but that for large deployments, the appropriate tools are in place for remote control, monitoring-by-exception and multi-site aggregation [14] . With the continual advances in web technology it is now entirely possible to create fairly complex and responsive UIs that run in a web browser and do not require installation of any software on the client machine. This has now become the preferred method of remote control by broadcasters.
I/O
One of the big changes coming from traditional baseband broadcast architectures is the complete overhaul of the types of I/O available to the broadcast and playout systems in a cloud environment. We have discussed what those changes are specifically, so let's now take a closer look at what our new I/O looks like in the cloud.
Cloud storage has been around for a while, and given it is a commodity IT resource, broadcasters have been accessing it using network based protocols for some time. The fact that there are storage repositories in the cloud makes little difference to how we access it. Predictably, new protocols have surfaced for accessing that storage, though interfaces are usually easily implemented by modern software systems. Cloud providers typically offer storage options that can either be shared between instances or that are local to an instance -much like traditional network storage vs local storage. The concept is the same, however the menu of performance options allows a user to specify the most cost effective option for the application in question, while maintaining a guaranteed minimum bandwidth and maximum latency.
Storage for video playback is worthy of specific note since the process of reading video files off a disk for decoding and playback is bandwidth intensive and sensitive to latency. Fortunately, the level of detail with which one can specify the bandwidth, latency and persistence needs of a cloud instance is quite impressive [15] . This level of guaranteed access has changed the face of what is possible for applications with non-negotiable real-time storage needs such as video playback storage.
The other major I/O consideration for cloud based master control is the ingest and outgest of IP video streams to and from the cloud environment. There needs to be a pragmatic weighing up of the bitrates that are going to be used so as to maximize the quality of the video being distributed, without requiring prohibitive bandwidth needs. Obviously in a private cloud environment the network can be designed to accommodate whatever the broadcaster deems necessary for an optimal operation. However, in a public cloud situation, where the broadcaster is paying for not only bandwidth within the cloud environment, but also potentially bytes in and out of the cloud, it's hard to ignore cost implications.
In many cases the balance seems to tip in favor of using higher bitrate streams (100Mbps+) for contribution (ingest) and lower bitrates (sub 30Mbps) for broadcast streams (outgest). From a master control and integrated channel perspective, it is becoming increasingly common to generate a moderate bitrate mezzanine stream that can then be fed to other (potentially cloud based) live transcode/fragment/package applications to generate the myriad of formats and adaptive bitrate encodes to satisfy OTT delivery needs. The use of completely uncompressed video streams is currently rare in a public cloud environment, though is becoming more plausible with the introduction of direct connect public clouds, which give the broadcaster much more control over the network that is connecting the cloud infrastructure to their local facility.
As discussed in section "The Technology", any implementation requiring IP streams to cross an unreliable network should receive another layer of intelligent encapsulation to provide further tolerance to suboptimal network conditions [9] .
Intelligent Orchestration
Recall that in section "So What?" we discussed the concept of elasticity. A cloud provider allows a user to spin up a new VM in a matter of minutes. This becomes one of many functions that can be subjected to a level of automation using APIs offered up by cloud providers and hypervisors. However, spinning up a VM is only part of the puzzle when scaling out a broadcast operation. Additional services need to be added to various parts of the playout infrastructure including creating new instances of integrated channel, injecting configuration into automation to support the new channel, adding distribution targets to the MAM system, and so on. This is where the need arises for a layer of orchestration to manage the virtual environment and the broadcast services running within it. By adding orchestration software and automating the creation and configuration of all the pieces required for channel additions, and by acknowledging that we have in place all the necessary system resources to support the new channel (namely network, storage), we are not only keeping with the concept of elastic computing, we have built a master control system with the ability to elegantly add channels in a matter of minutes. The same applies for tearing down those channels and releasing the cloud resources back to a pool, at which point infrastructure operating expenses cease for that channel.
This all becomes possible, in part, due to the use of VM images and templates for channel configuration [16] . The age old tenet of optimized production, the cookie cutter, has reared its friendly head. By creating templates and images (perhaps from existing channels) and removing the need for infrastructure build-outs, we are able to instantiate new channels with unprecedented speed. When those channels are also part of a system built for auto-discovery and instantly become integrated into the existing ecosystem, we have a game changer.
Migration and Integration with Traditional Infrastructures
The reality of deploying cloud based master control (be it public or private) in a large organization is that it is rarely possible to put all operations into the cloud as part of a single initiative. Often costs, logistics or technology limitations with other systems require that the cloud based master control integrate with some systems at the local broadcast facility or elsewhere. These could be local traffic, MAM or even EAS systems. In these cases it is critical that the virtualized master control has the ability to integrate with systems at those facilities. In a best case scenario, those systems can be accessed via network protocols, but in certain cases there may be a need to communicate with legacy equipment using RS-422 or GPIO. In those cases it is imperative that the master control system is capable of locating some processing components at the local facility while still being able to integrate with the rest of the ecosystem in the cloud. This is true distributed multi-server automation.
The other fairly common scenario requiring a cloud-based master control solution to integrate with systems at the local facility is when services are migrated to the cloud gradually or when a broadcaster intends to permanently keep some services local and some in the cloud (e.g. cloud based DR). In that case it is advantageous to be able to operate all channels from the same user interface and within the same monitoring ecosystem, irrespective of where the underlying playout engine is located. These use cases are well suited to multi-site aggregation tools available in some automation control and monitoring solutions [14] .
Conclusion
Virtualizing master control is a non-trivial undertaking, and whether private or public cloud is being considered, there are challenges that must be tackled. The good news is that it has been proven, and while not mainstream, the technical barriers have been largely overcome with the evolution of software-defined video pipelines, IP video standards, innovation in the distribution of IP video over unreliable networks and advances in remote monitoring and control. By employing intelligent auto-discovering playout services in a cloud environment, coupled with template based intelligent orchestration, the true power of elastic compute can be realized in a master control operation and it should be possible to launch and tear down services in a matter of minutes.
It is likely that the costs of public cloud services will continue to diminish, however the cost of building out physical infrastructure for new broadcast facilities will mostly stay static. Thus, the cost benefit of hosting broadcast services in the public cloud is becoming increasingly compelling. On the downside, there remain challenges with having complete control over computing and network resources in a public cloud, and that in turn may have adverse effects on applications from which true frame accurate real-time output is expected. Hypervisor technology is advancing at a phenomenal rate and is incrementally addressing these issues. Furthermore, implementations of private clouds add significant levels of control that will go a long way to mitigating these challenges.
While not appropriate for every broadcaster, service providers, large networks and telcos stand to gain a lot from implementing or renting general purpose compute resources that can be allocated, reallocated and returned to a pool depending on demand for various services, ranging far beyond master control. This ultimately provides a cost-effective way for broadcasters to cater for short contracts, popup channels and DR applications. 
